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Abstract

Background—Heart rate variability (HRV) describes the cyclic variations in heart rate and offers a non-invasive tool for investigating the modulatory effects of neural mechanisms elicited by the autonomic nervous system on intrinsic heart rate.

Objective—To introduce the HRV concept to healthy volunteers under control conditions and during scuba diving. In contrast with more established manoeuvres, diving probably activates both the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous system through various stimuli—for example, through cardiac stretch receptors, respiration pattern, psychological stress, and diving reflex. A further aim of the study was to introduce a measure for determining a candidate’s ability to scuba dive by providing (a) standard values for HRV measures (three from the time domain and three from the frequency domain) and (b) physiological responses to a strenuous manoeuvre such as scuba diving.

Methods—Twenty five trained scuba divers were investigated while diving under pool conditions (27°C) after the effects of head out immersion and submersion on HRV had been studied.

Results and conclusions—(a) Immersion under pool conditions is a powerful stimulus for both the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous system. (b) As neither the heart rate nor the HRV changed on going from immersion to submersion, the parasympathetic activation was probably due to haemodynamic alterations. (c) All HRV measures showed an increase in the parasympathetic activity. (d) If a physiological HRV is a mechanism for providing adaptability and flexibility, diving should not provoke circulatory problems in healthy subjects. (e) Either a lower than normal HRV under control conditions or a reduction in HRV induced by diving would be unphysiological, and a scuba diving candidate showing such characteristics should be further investigated.
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Heart rate is not predictably regular, and the healthy heart is characterised by an apparently non-homeometric variability. This heart rate variability (HRV) is the cyclic variations in heart rate that are manifestations of neural controlling systems elicited by the autonomic nervous system. Such variability is an important mechanism of adaptability and flexibility. A number of cardiac and non-cardiac diseases are characterised by a loss of complex variability and increasing periodic behaviour. For example, physiological HRV is lost in patients minutes to months before sudden cardiac death, and a reduced HRV has become accepted as a risk factor for postinfarction patients, which has proved to be a strong and independent predictor of mortality after acute myocardial infarction.

If HRV is the result of both different physiological perturbances in cardiovascular balance and counteracting responses, and if the autonomic nervous system has a significant effect on HRV, measures of HRV should either show the physiological interplay among the neural regulatory outflows from the heart or provide clinical information about the status of the autonomic nervous system.

As submersion and scuba diving cause psychological stress, the sympathetic nervous system must be activated. The parasympathetic nervous system, on the other hand, will be activated through the diving reflex. Therefore we hypothesised that, during scuba diving, the HRV would be increased simultaneously through sympathetic and parasympathetic activation.

It was one purpose of this study to establish further HRV measures under control conditions and to assess the effect of scuba diving on HRV measures in normal healthy people. In doing so, we also hoped to provide a tool to determine the qualification of candidates for diving, assuming that unphysiologically low HRV measures under control conditions or unphysiological responses to diving would indicate that the autonomic nervous system was in some way disturbed. Because of the complex effect of diving on the autonomic nervous system, the effects of immersion and submersion on HRV were first investigated.

The investigations were performed on 25 healthy trained scuba divers. From the many measures used to assess HRV, we chose three established ones from the time domain and three from the frequency domain which were well established and suitable for assessing short term variation.

Methods

VOLUNTEERS
The measurements were performed on 25 volunteers who were experienced scuba divers (20 men, five women). All were members of the
German Underwater Club in Düsseldorf. Informed consent was obtained from each. The mean (SD) age was 33 (10) years, and the mean (SD) body mass was 73 (10) kg. Established scuba divers have to have regular medical examinations (every two years in those aged 40 or under, and every year in those older than 40). No disorders of the respiratory and cardiovascular systems were found on review of the medical histories; a more detailed investigation of health status seemed unnecessary.

DATA ACQUISITION
The measurements were performed in an indoor swimming pool between 1900 and 2100 hours. The air and water temperature was about 27°C. The volunteers wore swimsuits. To reduce artefacts on the electrocardiographic (ECG) signal, the electrodes were attached after the skin had been rubbed with an ECG gel. Small electrodes (N-00-S, blue sensor; Medicotest) that could easily be covered with waterproof tape were used. Two pairs of electrodes were attached in a modified Einthoven position: right clavicle and 5th rib left front axillary line (channel 1), and 6th rib right midclavicular line and 6th rib left midclavicular line (channel 2). All electrodes were attached over bones to avoid extensive motion artefacts.

The ECG was recorded using a two channel Holter monitor (Tracker; Reynolds Medical) protected in a waterproof pocket (TMT; ewa-marine). The signal was stored on a cassette (D90; IEC I/ type I Normal; TDK).

The Holter monitor was powered with batteries that operate safely for 24 hours. Because our measurements were completed within less than one hour, and because we tested the batteries before use, we can exclude any significant decreases in voltage. In addition, the tape speed control was phase locked to exact tolerances so that oscillations of the tape speed were avoided.

PROTOCOL
The volunteers were familiarised with the protocol while the electrodes were attached and the recorder put in place. The protocol consisted of four 10 minute steps:
(1) control: sitting at pool side (without speaking);
(2) vertical immersion (head out);
(3) vertical submersion—that is, additional immersion of the face using mask and snorkel;
(4) scuba diving: kneeling on the pool floor (4 m).

DATA ANALYSIS
The recordings were analysed with a long term ECG analyser (Pathfinder 4; Reynolds Medical) and appropriate software (RR Tools). The ECG signal was synchronised with the tact signal and digitised at a sampling rate of 128 Hz. The channel that proved most suitable for evaluation was chosen. A typical QRS signal was stored at the beginning of the ECG analysis and later used by the program to separate regular from aberrant beats, which were removed. In addition, the signal was visually inspected on a monitor during the entire protocol.

The relation between two consecutive RR intervals was calculated to eliminate supraventricular extra beats and pauses. Subsequently, all beats with a ratio below 0.63 or over 1.75 were removed. From the remaining data, a five minute interval was selected from each of the four 10 minute protocol steps during which the heart rate was as stable as possible.

The following three statistical time domain measures were chosen: standard deviation of the normal to normal intervals (SDNN)—that is, the square root of variance. This measure reflects all the cyclic components responsible for variability during recording. The root mean square of successive differences of NN intervals (RMSSD) and the percentage of the differences of successive NN intervals greater than 50 milliseconds normalised to all differences within the interval (pNN50) determine high frequency (HF) variations in heart rate. To interpret the HRV in the frequency domain, tachograms were made by sampling at 2 Hz. For each of the five minute intervals, a frequency spectrum was obtained through fast Fourier transformation. To account for the relatively short interval—that is, to minimise spectral leakage—a Hamming window was used.

Three measures from the frequency domain were assessed: spectral density within the LF range and spectral density within the HF range. In accordance with studies in the literature, the threshold between the LF and the HF range was set at 0.15 Hz. The lower limit of the LF range was chosen to be 0.05 Hz, and the upper limit of the HF range was chosen to be 0.45 Hz. We did not determine the very low frequency component, because, if assessed from short term recordings (less than five minutes, for example), it is regarded as a dubious measurement.

The LF component is associated with sympathetic activity or, according to others, with both sympathetic and parasympathetic activity modulated substantially by baroreflex activity. The HF component is generally associated with parasympathetic activity. Thus, the ratio (R) between LF and HF can be used as an index of the sympathetic-parasympathetic balance. Obviously, an increase in sympathetic tone generally causes an increase in the LF/HF ratio, and an increase in parasympathetic tone decreases this ratio.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
The described measures of HRV were analysed with a statistics program (SYSTAT) on an IBM-compatible computer. A one way analysis of variance for repeated measurements was used for the four protocol steps. The differences between the steps were tested with a subsequent post hoc test (Fisher’s least significant differences). Data are presented as mean (SD). A p value of less than 0.05 was considered significant.
Results
Under control conditions, the respiration rate was 13 (3) breaths/min and remained almost unchanged (12 (2) breaths/min) during head out immersion. During submersion (11 (2) breaths/min) and while diving (7 (2) breaths/min), the respiration rate was significantly lower than under control conditions. In addition, the respiration rate during diving was significantly lower than during immersion and submersion.

Heart rate did not differ significantly between the first three steps: control 82 (10) beats/min; immersion 75 (12) beats/min; submersion 80 (12) beats/min. During diving, heart rate was significantly reduced (71 (11) beats/min).

The three time domain measures all showed an increase in HRV compared with control conditions (fig 1). SDNN was 45 (19) milliseconds under control conditions and significantly higher in the three other steps (immersion: 64 (19) milliseconds; submersion: 63 (24) milliseconds; diving: 78 (31) milliseconds). RMSSD was similar although there was a larger scatter. This measure was also significantly increased: control 23 (9) milliseconds; immersion 47 (26) milliseconds; submersion 43 (33) milliseconds; diving 53 (26) milliseconds. The pNN50 was relatively low under control conditions (5 (7)% but increased significantly during immersion (19 (18)%), submersion (16 (13)%), and diving (22 (18)%). For none of these measures were the differences between immersion, submersion, and diving significant.

In the LF range, the spectral density was 484 (257) arbitrary units (au) under control conditions (fig 1). This measure was slightly increased during immersion (613 (240) au) and submersion (564 (300) au); the increase was significant during diving (774 (330) au).

The spectral density in the HF range under control conditions was 325 (150) au (fig 1). This value was significantly increased during immersion, submersion, and diving. There were no significant differences between these last three values. It should be mentioned that, because of the low respiration rate during diving (7 breaths/
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The ratio between the spectral density in the LF range and the HF range showed reciprocal behaviour to the spectral density in the HF range (fig 1). The ratio decreased significantly from control (1.5 (0.7)) to immersion (1.2 (0.6)) and submersion (1.1 (0.5)). The decrease from control conditions to diving (1.3 (0.4)) was not significant.

Discussion

The main finding of this study is that HRV in 25 healthy experienced scuba divers was significantly increased during immersion and submersion and even more so during scuba diving. Although it is recognised that HRV increases with decreasing heart rate, this study shows that this also holds for bradycardia induced by scuba diving. In contrast with our hypothesis, diving predominantly increased only the parasympathetic activity in the experienced divers.

CRITIQUE OF METHODS

Some of the factors that may have influenced our results are addressed in the following. The protocol was chosen to investigate the effects of diving by increasing the number of stimuli in a stepwise fashion. This was also done because, so far, no data on the duration of the stimuli (immersion, submersion, diving) are available. Thus a persisting response of one intervention could have offset the baseline values of the following intervention within a random order protocol.

On the other hand, our results could have been affected by the relatively low water temperature (27°C). This temperature is regarded as thermoneutral for swimming but not for resting conditions (35–36°C). Thus some increase in sympathetic activity could have been temperature induced,13 but because of the limited duration (<10 minutes) and because both heart rate and respiration rate were lowest during diving, sympathetic activity was probably not increased during diving—that is, at the end of the protocol. Scuba diving in water at temperatures lower than in the pool—for example, as found in many open European waters—would probably produce an increase in sympathetic activity.15

In addition, the reproducibility of HRV is controversial. Poor reproducibility in the time domain (variation 20–33%) and also in the frequency domain (variation 37–75%) have been reported for short term analyses.16 However, good reproducibility for short term analysis has also been reported.17

In this study, traditional HRV measures were chosen, although all physiological variables—for example, heart rate—may be controlled by chaotic processes,1 in which case the correlation between heart rate and respiration would not be linear. Thus it cannot be excluded that part of the activity in the LF range is generated from the RSA.19 Diving could, on the other hand, increase the complexity of the heart rate, making it similar to noise and therefore no longer able to be described by discrete frequencies. The increased HRV would then reflect a faulty positive effect of diving on the heart and circulatory system.9

The HRV measures vary not only with the status of the autonomic nervous system but also with several other factors, such as filtering, algorithm, age, sex, and time of day. We feel that these factors are unlikely to have affected the trends in our data, which were acquired under almost identical circumstances, processed in the same manner, and compared only within individuals.

The following example elucidates the effect of different durations of ECG monitoring. The 24 hour SDNN varies between 150 and 200 milliseconds in healthy subjects20 21 and is regarded as pathological if it decreases to <50 milliseconds.19 The short term SDNN has been reported to be shorter.21 In one study on seated controls of similar age (23 ± 33 years), this measure was similar to ours (51 ± 45 milliseconds). Likewise, the RMSSD was similar to ours (26 ± 23 milliseconds).

IMMERSION

Head out immersion in water (vertical body position) produces distinct haemodynamic responses. Because of buoyancy, the intrathoracic volume and central venous pressure increase.22 The increase in reflex cardiac filling induces bradycardia and an increase in both stroke volume and cardiac output.23 24 The moderate systemic vasodilatation, however, does not support reduction of the central venous pressure, because the hydrostatic pressure counteracts the blood flow into the peripheral circulation.25 Thus the impact of bathing—that is, immersion in water—on the systemic and pulmonary circuits is equivalent to a radical blood transfusion.26

Centralisation of the circulation, activation of cardiac stretch receptors, cold, and psychological stress suggest that immersion in cold water (27°C) stimulates the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous system. In fact, all six measures showed an increase in HRV, which may leave the heart rate unchanged. Because the heart rate had the tendency to decrease, the parasympathetic tone may have affected the HRV more than the sympathetic tone.

Although it is appreciated that data from healthy subjects cannot readily be extrapolated to patients, one example is presented. Bathing is apparently not harmful for patients with heart disease. However, if they show signs of cardiac insufficiency, bathing can induce pulmonary oedema or even acute heart failure.21 This could be important for postinfarction patients during therapeutic procedures such as swimming and water gymnastics. Presumably, the increased HRV in water actually has a protective effect because parasympathetic activation reduces the danger of sudden cardiac death during or after myocardial infarction.21 In addition, moderate physical exercise, such as swimming, improves the long term prognosis of postinfarction patients21 and induces bradycardia by increasing parasympathetic activity.
The additional immersion of the head in water may influence heart rate or HRV through the diving reflex, which should induce parasympathetic activation. The significance of this reflex in humans is, however, controversial. Because none of the HRV measures in the time domain changed significantly, our results suggest that the diving reflex is not solely induced by face immersion in humans. The slightly increased heart rate may be explained by the increased effort of breathing against the increased hydrostatic pressure on the submerged chest.

The simultaneous moderate increases in both the LF density and the HF density and the unchanged ratio suggest that the sympathetic-parasympathetic balance was not affected by the transition from immersion to submersion. As found for immersion, the respiration rate during submersion (11 breaths/min = 0.18 Hz) probably does not affect HRV by shifting from the HF range to the LF range.

SCUBA DIVING

Man is not made to live under water, so scuba diving provokes psychological stress. Bradycardia, mediated through parasympathetic dominance, has been reported to be a consequence of increased pressure; furthermore there is no effect on heart rate with ambient pressures up to 2 bar. Therefore the pressure increase of 0.4 bar in this study should not have much affected any of the variables investigated in this study.

As heart rate in this study was decreased during scuba diving compared with control conditions, diving in a pool obviously does not cause substantial stress to the experienced diver. In contrast, diving in deeper and colder water with currents and limited visibility perhaps after a strenuous boat ride would probably activate the sympathetic system thereby increasing the heart rate.

We observed a distinct reduction in the respiration rate in all volunteers. Slow deep respiration at thermoneutral temperature at the surface (28°C during rest) has no effect on heart rate. However, controlled respiration close to the spontaneous rate stimulates the parasympathetic system probably through more effective activation of pulmonary receptors. Respiration was not controlled in this study, but the significant noise that develops during expiration through a regulator could have resulted in feedback, which may have reduced the heart rate through parasympathetic activation. Whether slow deep respiration during scuba diving in water at a temperature slightly below thermoneutral (35–36°C during rest) has an effect on heart rate—similar to the diving reflex—is not known.

The clear increase in HRV in the LF range is probably due to a shift in the RSA from the HF range into the LF range. Dominance of the parasympathetic system, on the other hand, is unlikely because the heart rate did not decrease further. Possibly, HRV is more sensitive than heart rate to a shift in the tone of the autonomous nervous system.

Parasympathetic activity is reflected primarily through the RSA. On the other hand, the RSA is predominately determined by vagal efferents. In this study, part of the RSA was already located in the LF range and thus increased the density in this range. During scuba diving, the RSA fell almost exclusively in the LF range (0.12 Hz), imitating increased sympathetic activity.

RMSSD and pNN50 are both measures that predominantly represent HF variations. Thus they normally reflect parasympathetic activity. The fact that both increased during immersion, submersion, and scuba diving compared with control conditions suggests increased parasympathetic activity. From the preceding conclusions, however, one could infer that RMSSD, pNN50, and the HF range do not display the whole parasympathetic activity, because one portion is contained in the LF range. The spectral density in the LF range on the other hand, conceivably even "incorrectly" increases after the RSA related portion that was shifted into the LF range at the low respiration rate during diving. Thus, correct interpretation of HRV measures has to account for possible changes in the respiration rate during the time course of data collection.

Bearing in mind that only 25 healthy scuba divers were investigated in an almost ideal environment, the following summary is presented.

- Heart rate and respiration rate did not vary much over the whole protocol, except for respiration rate during scuba diving, which was significantly decreased.
- The time domain is better suited than the frequency domain for short term investigations because of the smaller scatter, if fast Fourier transformation derived measures are used.
- Immersion under swimming pool conditions (27°C) is a powerful stimulus for both the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous system.
- Because neither the heart rate nor the HRV changed on going from immersion to submersion, the parasympathetic activation was probably due to haemodynamic alterations and not the diving reflex.
- There were no major differences between the three measures from the time domain (SDNN, RMSSD, and pNN50), all showing an increase in HRV during diving compared with control conditions.
- The densities in the LF range and the HF range were both significantly increased during diving compared with control conditions, indicating a simultaneous increase in sympathetic and parasympathetic activity. Consequently, the balance between these two increased activities remained almost
unchanged. Major changes in the respiratory rate between experimental steps should be avoided because they could shift the RSA related density from one frequency domain into the other.

- The results support our hypothesis that diving should activate both the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous system.
- The HRV is not helpful in determining whether or not a person is suited for scuba diving. This is because, although reliable data on HRV are available for patients—for example, those with heart disease—no such data are available for healthy people. The significance of a reduced HRV in a healthy person is not known—for example, whether it represents an increased risk of sudden cardiac death.
- However, if a candidate for scuba diving has decreased HRV under control conditions compared with normal or if the HRV decreases in response to diving, then he/she should be examined further.
- If variations in heart rate are an important mechanism of adaptability and flexibility, and HRV is increased during diving, then normal dives should not provoke circulatory problems in experienced divers.
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Take home message
Heart rate variability (HRV) describes cyclic variations of the heart rate and presents a non-invasive tool to investigate the modulatory effects of neural mechanisms on the intrinsic heart rate. The investigations on 25 trained scuba divers show that (a) immersion under pool conditions is a powerful stimulus for both the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems, (b) the parasympathetic activation is probably due to haemodynamic alterations, and (c) all six HRV measures exhibit an increase in the parasympathetic activity during scuba diving. If a physiological HRV is a mechanism for providing adaptability and flexibility, diving should not provoke circulatory problems in healthy subjects.

Commentary
Scuba diving involves a large number of physiological and psychological stresses, but the ways in which these affect the autonomic nervous system are poorly understood. This is at least partly because physiological measurement in the diver’s environment can be difficult. This study provides new information about the parasympathetic and sympathetic control of heart rate during immersion, submersion, and scuba diving. However, we need to bear in mind that measurements made during a brief shallow dive in a heated pool may not mimic proper diving. Most diving is deeper, when the effects of raised partial pressures of nitrogen and oxygen are present. Much diving, say around Britain, is in water that is much colder, dark, and murky, with strong currents. It is often strenuous and exhilarating and sometimes scary.
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